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And this result is consistent with the DuPont analysis. Through our horizontal analysis, we know that Google
has been growing at a faster and more sustained rate than Appleâ€¦ but is it a relatively more profitable
company? Another powerful application of a vertical analysis is to compare two or more companies of
different sizes. Let's start with horizontal analysis. Reproduction or translation of this work beyond that
permitted in Section of the United States Copyright Act without the express written permission of the
copyright owner is unlawful. So we have to do some calculations. This causes difficulties, since it's hard to
compare companies of different sizes. In addition, another part of this project addresses the issue of how to
classify various items in the income statement. A main goal of this new approach is to provide information
that better represents how businesses are run. The account is the biggest of the total assets taking  Profitability
Ratios LO 2 5. Thus, its current ratio is  Horizontal Analysis 1 LO 1 13 Ratio analysis expresses the
relationship among selected items of financial statement data. Profitability Ratios LO 2 1. The downturn
negatively impacted department store liquidity, consumer spending and credit market conditions. Illustration
shows the balance sheet presentation of the unrealized loss. The decrease was considerably big, because it
dropped  Fortunately, there are two forms of analysis that we can perform that will help us look at income
statements and balance sheets of different sizes, so that we can compare apples-to-apples - they are: horizontal
analysis and vertical analysis. Google is in a good phase of business at the moment, and will likely continue to
expand and announce new products and tech as they normally do. The common-sized accounts of vertical
analysis make it possible to compare and contrast numbers of far different magnitudes in a meaningful way. In
addition, the approach draws attention away from one numberâ€”net income. Salaries and marketing expenses
have risen, which is logical, given the increased sales. What we don't know, and what we can't know from the
vertical analysis, is why that is happening. Ratio Analysis Liquidity Ratios 1. The interest expense increased
in over , while the same account decreased  LO 2 3. It depends on whether Stassi classifies the IBM stock as a
trading security or an available-for-sale security. A single ratio by itself is not very meaningful. As a result,
over the five years to , the number of companies is expected to decrease at an annualized rate of  Originally it
is a shoe retailer, nowadays the company also sells clothing, accessories, handbags, jewelry, cosmetics,
fragrances and home furnishings in some locations.


